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Discusses economic, social, and environmental trends
This volume is a history of the acquisition of major weapon systems by the United States armed forces from 1945 to 1960, the decade and a
half that spanned the Truman and Eisenhower administrations following World War II. These instruments of warfare—aircraft, armored
vehicles, artillery, guided missiles, naval vessels, and supporting electronic systems—when combined with nuclear warheads, gave the
postwar American military unprecedented deterrent and striking power.1 They were also enormously expensive. The volume is organized
chronologically, with individual chapters addressing the roles of OSD, the Army, Navy, and Air Force in two distinct periods. The first, roughly
coinciding with President Truman’s tenure, covers the years from the end of World War II through the end of the Korean War in 1953. The
second spans the two terms of the Eisenhower presidency from 1953 through early 1961. The year 1953 marked a natural breakpoint
between the two periods. The Korean War had ended. President Eisenhower and his defense team began implementing the “New Look,” a
policy and strategy based on nuclear weapons, which they believed would provide security and make it possible to reduce military spending.
The New Look’s stress on nuclear weapons, along with the deployment of the first operational guided missiles and the rapid advances
subsequently made in nuclear and missile technology, profoundly influenced acquisition in the services throughout the 1950s and the
remainder of the century. As used in this study, the term “acquisition” encompasses the activities by which the United States obtains
weapons and other equipment. In surveying the history of acquisition between 1945 and 1960, this study discusses or refers in passing to
many of the hundreds of weapon system programs initiated by the services in that period, but it is not a weapons encyclopedia. Instead, it
investigates a few major programs in depth in the belief that such detailed examination best reveals the evolution of acquisition policies,
organizations, and processes, and the various forces influencing weapons programs.
This is the third and final volume in the study and publication of James Clerk Maxwell's work in gas theory, molecules, and thermodynamics.
The nineteenth-century Scottish physicist derived his ideas on thermodynamics from an interest in theories of matter, not contemporary
concerns with heat engines and engineering. The manuscripts and papers presented here reveal the development of his ideas and the
uniqueness of his interpretations of mechanics, the necessity of a statistical interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics, and his
understanding of the dynamics of rare gases. They also reveal the context of a well-developed discipline and professional community to
which Maxwell reacted and to whom he needed to respond. These papers shed light on the formation of Maxwell's ideas and theories within
the structure of a professional scientific discipline, physics, that had only recently taken shape. While Maxwell responded to and relied on the
work of his colleagues, his interpretations often placed his work apart from theirs, to be exploited by later generations of physicists.

This volume of Bertrand Russell's Collected Papers finds Russell focused on writing Principia Mathematica during
1905–08. Eight previously unpublished papers shed light on his different versions of a substitutional theory of logic, with
its elimination of classes and relations, during 1905-06. A recurring issue for him was whether a type hierarchy had to be
part of a substitutional theory. In mid-1907 he began writing up the final version of Principia, now using a ramified theory
of types, and eleven unpublished drafts from 1907-08 deal with this. Numerous letters show his thoughts on the process.
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The volume's 80-page introduction covers the evolution of his logic from 1896 until 1909, when volume I of Principia went
to the printer.
This is the latest updated edition of the University of Cambridge's official statutes and Ordinances.
Now in its third edition, Mathematical Concepts in the Physical Sciences provides a comprehensive introduction to the
areas of mathematical physics. It combines all the essential math concepts into one compact, clearly written reference.
Information on the educational system of Malaysia and guidelines on the placement of Malaysian students in U.S. high schools
and colleges are presented. After a brief introduction on the country and the educational system, attention is directed to preschool,
primary, and secondary education. Included are reproductions of certificates of completions and grade reports from different
schools, along with information on grading systems. Information is also provided on: pre-university education (higher school,
university matriculation programs, and diploma programs); teacher training, including continuing education for school personnel,
university education; other tertiary-level education; and nursing, occupational and physical therapy and other allied health
programs. Profiles of national universities, polytechnics, and other institutions are included, as are reproductions of sample
diplomas and related documents. Guidelines are provided to help admissions officers determine the admissibility and appropriate
level of placement of Malaysian students in U.S. institutions. Appended are a glossary and list of acronyms, information on
examination subjects for the country's college entrance tests, and lists of Malaysian independent Chinese secondary schools,
institutes of agriculture, teacher training colleges, colleges and universities, and a list of occupations requiring vocational training.
(SW)
Study & Master Physical Sciences Grade 10 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the Curriculum
and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to master essential content and skills
in Physical Sciences. The innovative Teacher's File includes: * guidance on the teaching of each lesson for the year * answers to
all activities in the Learner's Book * assessment guidelines * photocopiable templates and resources for the teacher
This influential report described science as "a largely unexplored hinterland" that would provide the "essential key" to the economic
prosperity of the post World War II years.

Study & Master Physical Sciences Grade 12 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to master
essential content and skills in Physical Sciences.
Scientific and Commercial Information for More Than 1,000 Polymers Polymers: A Property Database, Second Edition
offers a central and reliable source for scientific and commercial information on more than 1,000 polymers. Revised and
updated throughout, this edition features 25% new material, including 50 entirely new entries that reflect advances in
areas such as conducting polymers, hydrogels, nano-polymers, and biomaterials. The second edition also comes with
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unlimited access to a complete, fully searchable Web version of the reference. Powerful retrieval software allows users to
customize their searches and refine results. Each entry includes trade names, properties, manufacturing processes,
commercial applications, supplier details, references, and links to constituent monomers. Buy the latest print edition and
gain access to a complete, fully searchable Web version of the reference, enhanced with powerful retrieval software that
allows you to customize searches and refine results. Unlimited access to the Online Version for the lifetime of the Second
Edition Revised, Updated, and Expanded with 25% New Material Includes 50 entirely new entries reflecting the latest
polymer advances Special Introductory Price! Buy today and SAVE! Purchase the NEW Edition in Print AND Online –For
One Price!
This is a comprehensive edition of Maxwell's manuscript papers published virtually complete and largely for the first time.
The electron is fundamental to almost all aspects of modern life, controlling the behavior of atoms and how they bind
together to form gases, liquids, and solids. Flash of the Cathode Rays: A History of J.J. Thomson's Electron presents the
compelling story of the discovery of the electron and its role as the first subatomic particle in nature. The book traces the
evolution of the concept of electrical charge, from the earliest glow discharge studies to the final cathode ray and oil drop
experiments of J.J. Thomson and Robert Millikan. It also provides an overview of the history of modern physics up to the
advent of the old quantum theory around 1920. Consolidating scholarly material while incorporating new material
discovered by the well-respected author, the book covers the continental and English race for the source of the cathode
rays, culminating in Thomson's corpuscle in 1897. It explores the events leading to Millikan's unambiguous isolation of
the electron and the simultaneous circumstances surrounding the birth of Ernest Rutherford's nuclear atom and the
discovery of radioactivity in 1896. The author also focuses on the controversies over N-rays, Becquerel's positive
electron, and the famous Ehrenhaft-Millikan dispute over subelectrons. Scholarly yet accessible to those with basic
physics knowledge, this book should be of interest to historians of science, professional scientists and engineers,
teachers and students of physics, and general readers interested in the development of modern physics.
An important study for understanding the complex interconnections between basic science and its sources of economic
support in the period between the two world wars. The focus of the study is on the Institute for Theoretical Physics at
Copenhagen University, and the role of its director, the eminent Danish physicist Niels Bohr, in the funding and
administration of the Institute.
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